Enchanted Evening by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 3 inches
Beads and other products needed for one pair of earrings:
50 - 4mm Olivine Swarovski Crystal Round Beads (04RD0115)
50 - 3mm Gold Plated Beaded Heishis (GP0101)
50 - 4mm Gold Plated Beaded Heishis (GP0103)
4 inches - Gold-Filled 4.2mm Open Cable Chain (CN1106)
1 pair - 22mm Gold-Filled Ear Wires with 2mm Beads (GF2107)
50 - 24 Gauge Gold-Filled 1.5 Inch Head Pins (GF2758)
Tools needed to complete the earrings:
Wire cutters
Chain nose pliers
Round nose pliers
Beading Techniques needed to complete the earrings:
Wire Wrapping
Attaching an Ear Wire
Cutting Chain Efficiently
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and select Beading
Techniques from the top navigation bar.
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Instructions to complete “Enchanted Evening” earrings:
Step 1
Using wire cutters, cut two 2-inch lengths of gold-filled open cable chain (see Cutting Chain Efficiently Technique).
Step 2
Using chain nose pliers, open one gold-filled ear wire (see Attaching an Ear Wire Technique). Place one end of one
length of chain onto the ear wire, and close the ear wire.
Step 3
Place one 3mm gold plated beaded heishi, one 4mm heishi, and one 4mm Olivine Swarovski crystal round bead onto a
head pin, making one unit. Moving down the chain from the ear wire, wire wrap (see Wire Wrapping Technique) this
unit to the first chain link.
Step 4
Repeat Step 3, wire wrapping the unit to the opposite side of the chain link used in Step 3.
Step 5
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 a total of 11 times, wire wrapping two heishi and Olivine crystal units to each chain link, one on
each side of each chain link.
Step 6
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 once more, wire wrapping one unit to the last chain link.
Step 7
Repeat Steps 2 - 7 for the second earring.

For more Inspiration jewelry ideas and to meet all your beading needs, visit FusionBeads.com!
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